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Abstract— This paper investigates the challenges of dark silicon
that impede the performance and reliability of 3-D stacked
multiprocessors. It presents a multipronged approach toward
addressing the thermal issues arising from high-density inte-
gration in die stacks, spanning architectural techniques, design
methodologies, and runtime temperature management. Impor-
tantly, this paper provides novel insights into the causes of hotspot
formation in 3-D ICs and details a practical approach toward
exploring and mitigating performance-limiting thermal behavior
early in the system design flow.

Index Terms— 3-D integrated circuits, design for quality,
memory management, multicore processing, system-level design.

I. INTRODUCTION

3 -D INTEGRATION provides a promising path toward
realizing densely integrated multiprocessor systems, in the

form of a stack of silicon dies. The dies are interconnected by
means of vertical metal wires known as through silicon vias
(TSVs). Although 3-D integration allows compute power and
system heterogeneity to be scaled up to meet the growing
needs of applications, die stacks exhibit complex thermal
behavior that can be detrimental to both performance and
reliability. Power dissipation by components in ICs results
in the generation of heat, which is typically conducted to
the ambient by a heatsink. Nagata [1] determined that the
maximum allowable power dissipation in an IC is limited
by its physical construction and the thermal efficiency of
its cooling interfaces. This limitation best describes the phe-
nomenon termed as dark silicon, a reference to the large
sections of modern ICs powered down to prevent overheating.
The complex thermal behavior of 3-D ICs further compounds
this issue, with each silicon die adding up to 12 layers of
varying composition and thickness to the heat flow path from
power dissipating elements. This gives rise to a number of
issues that adversely impact on performance and accelerate the
degradation of devices [2]. First, since operating constraints
within the die stack vary due to the dependence of thermal
conductance on the length of the heat flow path, temperature
margins are not uniform throughout the stack. Each processing
element (PE) in the system thus has a different operating
envelope that is determined by its physical location. Sec-
ond, the complex interdependence of execution performance,
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power, and temperature, together with the consequences of
thermal coupling between otherwise independent elements of
the system, yields an extremely nontrivial design space. This
makes achieving optimal system performance and reliability
difficult. Third, the stacking of power dissipating elements
results in increased power density, causing elevated operating
temperatures and steep thermal gradients. In addition to these
challenges, power dissipation is in itself a critical factor in
thermally constrained systems. Consequently, an increase in
effective performance through scaleup of system size can only
be achieved by concomitantly improving energy efficiency.

Prior art in addressing the issue of dark silicon typi-
cally focuses on a limited subset of these outlined chal-
lenges. In their seminal work, Skadron et al. [3] established
the fundamentals of thermal-aware microarchitecture design,
proposing temperature management strategies for planar
2-D ICs and the Hotspot thermal simulator. Puttaswamy and
Loh [4] subsequently investigated the 3-D design of a single
processor core, mitigating dark silicon through an approach
that balanced power density through optimizations and design
partitioning of the pipeline. Coskun et al. [5] evaluated the
global implications of the 3-D design space by analyzing the
cost-temperature tradeoffs for floorplanning strategies in the
context of a multiprocessor. In [6], we explored the impact
of TSV placement topologies on the electrical performance
of vertical interconnect and its area overheads. Similarly,
a number of other works proposed techniques for thermal-
aware 3-D floorplanning [7], [8] and thermal-aware path
finding [9], [10]. Runtime temperature management was
notably studied by Sridhar et al. [11], in the context of a
liquid cooled multiprocessor. Additionally, their efforts yielded
the 3-D-ICE thermal simulator, which is used in an adapted
form in this paper. From the architecture perspective, in their
evaluation of the primary sources of inefficiency in chip
multiprocessors, Hameed et al. [12] demonstrated that the
largest impediment to efficient scaling lies in architectural
overheads, dominated by the memory hierarchy. This is evi-
dent not only in the energy breakdown that they provide for
their multiprocessor system but also in the case of recently
fabricated prototypes such as the thousand-processor KiloCore
array [13].

In this paper, we detail a comprehensive design trajectory
that holistically addresses the previously outlined challenges of
dark silicon and examines how these impede the performance
and reliability of 3-D stacked multiprocessors. We describe a
practical approach toward overcoming thermal issues arising
from high-density integration, spanning the complete design
space ranging from architectural techniques and system design
methodologies to runtime resource management. This results
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in the maximization of system performance and a concomitant
minimization of dark silicon. This paper provides a unique
top-to-bottom view of the dark silicon problem and embodies
a cohesive approach toward mitigating its effects in 3-D ICs.
This paper departs significantly from the silo-based view
adopted by previously published literature and is novel in its
holistic approach to the challenge.

II. OVERVIEW

The challenges of dark silicon are best illustrated by
Nagata’s equation [1], which describes the relationship
between power dissipation in ICs and the efficiency of their
thermal interface with the ambience. This is given by

αNG E

tpd
≤ g · �T where g = κ

A

l
. (1)

This relation indicates that the number of gates (NG ) with
activity rate (α), energy dissipation (E), and clock period (tpd),
which can be integrated within a single IC, is limited by the
thermal conductance (g) of its interface with the ambience as
well as the ambient temperature. �T is the maximum permis-
sible difference between on-chip and ambient temperatures and
represents the ideal temperature margin available at zero power
dissipation. The actual available margin varies with distance
from the heatsinking surface, as observed in the expansion of
g in terms of thermal conductivity (κ), surface area (A), and
distance from the site of power dissipation (l). For this reason,
deep tiers in 3-D ICs exhibit lower utilization and hence lower
performance. The relation (1) provides a concise description
of the fundamental challenge that is dark silicon and the
parameters that contribute to its manifestation. The values of
these parameters are a consequence of choices made at various
stages of the design process, and thus form control knobs that
can be used to influence the system’s thermal behavior. The
knobs are categorized according to the design stage at which
they can be exercised into the following.

1) Architecture: Energy minimization (E), energy den-
sity reduction (E/A), and latency minimization
(�tpd/operation).

2) System Design: Temperature-margin-aware power bal-
ancing (E , κ A�T / l).

3) Runtime: Activity balancing (αNG E/A) and dynamic
power performance tuning (�E/tpd).

Consequently, the solution to the dark silicon problem is
threefold. First, realizing large-scale heterogeneous systems
within the tight area constraints of die stacks requires drastic
improvements to efficiency, i.e., effective execution perfor-
mance per watt. This necessitates the use of architectural tech-
niques to reduce the energy footprint of operations. Second,
power density and nonuniform temperature margins are the
key factors that determine operating temperatures within die
stacks and thus limit the effective utilization of components.
Optimization of performance is predicated upon the accurate
modeling of thermal behavior and the early detection and
mitigation of thermal issues. Third, runtime variations in exe-
cution characteristics make it essential to continually monitor
and adapt the power dissipation of components. For a 3-D

integrated system to be reliable, it is important that runtime
power management and activity control mechanisms contin-
ually maintain operating temperatures and gradients within
safe margins. Each of these aspects is examined individually
in Sections III–V.

III. ARCHITECTURAL EFFICIENCY

Naga is a large-scale heterogeneous 3-D stacked mul-
tiprocessor platform that we built for the acceleration of
multimedia and general computing workloads. It consists of
a shared memory cluster (NagaS) and a message-passing
dataflow cluster (NagaM), both managed by an array super-
visor and interconnected over the best effort 3-D network-
on-chip (NoC) [14]. The memory subsystem consists of a
two-level memory hierarchy with a nonuniform cache archi-
tecture for second-level cache banks in NagaS and distributed
memories backed by high-throughput streaming data buffers
for NagaM. Naga’s heterogeneous architecture encapsulates
the wide design space of modern multiprocessors and provides
a generalized broadly applicable test vehicle for the concepts
proposed in the rest of this paper. Its architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 1(a).

The aggregate runtime of a task constitutes the execution
time of its instructions and the time spent in performing
memory load stores (tmemory). In multiprocessors, it is the
latter that acts as a critical bottleneck for scalability, growing
in magnitude with system size. Its impact is largely influenced
by the efficiency of on-chip data storage and transfer, which in
the case of cache-based multiprocessors is reflected in average
memory access time (tAMA)

tmemory = MA · tAMA (2)

where

tAMA = μhit · thit + μmiss · tmiss. (3)

MA refers to the total number of memory accesses made
by the executing application and μhit and μmiss are the
hit and miss rates of the data cache with the latencies
thit and tmiss, respectively. tAMA encapsulates the cost of
accessing data from the local cache (thit) and the cost of
fetching data from a remote cache in the event of it not being
available locally (tmiss). Improving execution performance for
cache-based multiprocessors necessitates efficient handling of
on-chip data so as to minimize tAMA by reducing thit, tmiss,
and μmiss. Furthermore, improving energy per access (EAMA)
requires a corresponding reduction in the energy consumed
per hit and per miss.

In message-passing architectures, communication occurs in
the form of messages between concurrently executing tasks.
Message-passing architectures [15]–[17] typically require
communications to be explicitly managed through the use of
special functions in their software libraries. Thus, tmemory for
such multiprocessors consists of not only the time incurred in
performing the actual data transfer (ttransfer) but also the time
spent in executing message-passing library functions (tmp)

tmemory = tmp + ttransfer + tfc. (4)
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the Naga multiprocessor with the shared memory NagaS and message-passing NagaM subarrays. (b) Architecture of the PSC assist
cache and its interface for cache line swaps with L1D. (c) NagaM tile containing a PE, local memories, a Pronto message-passing interface, and a network
interface.

An additional overhead tfc is incurred in synchronizing and
implementing flow control between the communicating tasks.
The magnitudes of tmp and tfc together represent the overheads
for message transfers and determine the efficiency of the
message-passing implementation.

A. Minimizing Latency and Energy in Data Caches

Assist caches are small memory buffers that augment the
capacity of the first-level data cache (L1D) in order to improve
performance and energy consumption. Their small size affords
them excellent access latencies with extremely small energy
overheads. However, in order to profitably leverage these char-
acteristics, it is essential to maximize the number of memory
references that incur the short access costs of the assist,
while simultaneously avoiding any adverse impact on the L1D.
This is where existing proposals fail, as they either present
benefits only for a minor fraction of all memory references,
thereby diminishing their effective impact, or induce side
effects in the system that nullify their advantage. The state-of-
the-art victim cache (VC) [18] and selective VC (SVC) [19]
belong to the former category, while HitME [20] and
Duong’s L0 scheme (I1P101 in particular) [21] belong to
the latter. The VC, for instance, reduces tAMA by minimizing
the cost of L1D conflict misses. However, since it does not
impact thit, its effective performance benefit is small and
restricted only to cache conflicts. Conversely, in the case of
the L0, although thit is minimized for every memory reference,
the necessity of moving cache lines to and from the assist
results in drastically higher energy per access and aggravated
cache contention. We conclude that in order to maximize
the performance benefits of such schemes, it is essential to
implement some form of selectivity in what data are cached in
the assist and to ensure that these data are sufficiently reusable
so as to minimize tAMA and energy per access EAMA.

Access persistence is defined as the number of accesses (R)
made to a line within a certain fixed window of data memory
references (W ) by the processor. The persistence of a line
is indicative of its reusability, since a line that is frequently
accessed in a short span of time is likely to be referenced
again in the near future. We propose persistence selective
caching (PSC), an assist caching scheme that uses access

persistence as the criterion for admitting cache lines into the
assist. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a PSC-assisted L1D cache. Both
the assist and L1D are probed in parallel on references by
the processor. Since the two are mutually exclusive in their
content, cache lines may reside in either cache but not both
simultaneously. Consequently, a reference to a line may hit
in either cache or miss in both, with the latter case serviced
through the L1D alone. Following each cache hit, persistence
data for lines are updated in the tag array and lines with
sufficient persistence are moved (elevated) to the assist cache.
The threshold level of access persistence that lines require
is specified as the minimum number of hits (Rmin) that a
line must have in a contiguous sequence of W memory
references. The W parameter lends reuse measurements a
characteristic impermanence, ensuring that only the most
active data sets within each phase of execution are tracked.
Sequences are tracked by time stamping lines during updates
to their persistence data. This allows stale reuse data to be
efficiently invalidated without having to frequently refresh
the entire cache. The persistence threshold is configurable
and is set using control registers within the L1D and assist
interfaces.

B. Reducing Energy Density Across Distributed Caches

In conventional allocators [22], memory is allocated at the
first available address where a contiguous free block of the
requested size exists. Consequently, the allocated memory
can reside anywhere within the bounds of the heap and in
nonuniform cache access multiprocessors in any cache bank
within the system. This translates into an increased tmiss on
L1D misses due to the increased communication distance.
Distance awareness [23] is a scheme that mitigates this issue
by accounting for the communication distance of prospective
cache banks while performing memory allocation. However,
in doing so, the scheme invariably localizes all data allocated
by a PE within a single cache bank, which may already
be heavily utilized [24]. This results not only in increased
contention but also in nonuniform utilization of available
resources, an important contributor to energy density spikes
and thermal hotspots. The execution characteristics, memory
access characteristics, and mapping of tasks also determine
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resource contention and memory access latencies [25]. It is
thus essential to consider the actual utilization of caches along-
side conventional communication distance when performing
memory allocations and account for the individual impact
of tasks while mapping them. To this effect, we propose
a runtime resource management scheme named CacheBal-
ancer, composed of an access-rate-aware memory allocator
to homogenize cache bank utilization and a pain-aware task
mapper to minimize resource contention. Together, the two
reduced access latencies within the memory hierarchy ensure
uniform utilization of available cache memory resources and,
most importantly, decrease energy density (E/A) within the
system.

1) Access-Rate-Aware Memory Allocation: Access rate is
the fraction of all shared memory references that map to a
particular cache bank, and measures the relative utilization of
banks within the system. Using two configurable thresholds,
this information can be used to effectively guide memory
allocation to harmonize utilization

θover(pi , m j ) = φ · β (5)

θunder(pi , m j ) = β

λ · H C(pi, m j )
(6)

where θover and θunder represent the access rate thresholds for a
cache bank to be considered as overutliized and underutilized,
respectively. β is the midrange value of the access rate across
N cache banks in the system and H C(pi, m j ) is the hop
count along the interconnect path between pi , the PE where
the allocation is being performed, and m j , the candidate
cache bank on which the allocated block can reside. The
tunable integer parameters φ and λ affect allocation flexibility,
in terms of the allocator’s sensitivity to cache pressure, and
tolerance for communication distances, respectively. Since
they control the spread of a PE’s data across cache banks,
their optimal values are functions of cache bank size, miss
penalty, interconnect latency, and power budgets. Access rates
are measured using counters per bank and are passed through a
moving average filter to eliminate temporal spikes that could
incorrectly skew the allocator. Filtered values are stored in
a globally visible section of the address space, accessible to
the allocator. To allocate memory, the allocator function is
called from within a task executing on a PE. It first computes
the θover and θunder thresholds using the cache bank access
rates and subsequently invokes the selection algorithm listed
in Algorithm 1. This yields a target cache bank, within which
the requested memory block is allocated.

2) Pain-Aware Task Mapping: Task mapping is performed
on the basis of the adapted pain metric [26], which describes
the performance degradation that would be experienced by
already executing tasks if a certain new task were to be mapped
onto a particular PE. Pain consists of three parts [45].

1) Cache Intensity Z(mj ): Measures how aggressively each
cache bank mj is used by tasks.

2) Cache Sensitivity S(πi ): Represents the sensitivity of a
task (πi ) to contention in shared cache banks, and is
measured as the likelihood of the task’s memory hits
turning into misses as a result of cache contention.

Algorithm 1 Access Rate Based Cache Bank Selection

3) Communication Impact CI (πi → pq): Encapsulates the
degree of performance loss induced due to interconnect
contention and communication distance resulting from
the mapping of task πi on PE pq .
The pain for a task πi assuming a candidate mapping
on PEpq is thus given by

Pain(πi ) = C I (πi → pq) +
∑

m j ∈Mπi

S(πi ) · Z(m j ) (7)

where Mπi represents the set of caches used by a task πi .
At runtime, the task mapper evaluates the effective
pain for each candidate mapping and assigns tasks onto
available PEs that yield the lowest pain. In total, the
mapping function has a complexity of O(p) per task
in a system with p PEs. For n tasks, the complexity is
O(pn ·log(n)) in the common case (n � p) and O(pn2)
in the worst case (n � p).

C. Minimizing Latency for Data Transfers

In message-passing architectures, overheads such as
tmp and tfc are largely incurred due to the implementation of
transfer management functions in software. These functions
consume valuable execution cycles in the PE and impact on
the effective transfer latencies. To address this, we propose
Pronto, a message-passing system that integrates transfer
management functions into its hardware architecture. This
releases PEs from having to explicitly manage data movement
and eliminates the need for address translation, synchroniza-
tion, and resource management to be performed by the pro-
grammer. This reduces the overheads incurred in performing
message transfers compared with state-of-the-art implementa-
tions [16], [17] and allows application communication to be
abstracted from its hardware implementation.

Pronto uses a direct memory access engine to move
data blocks between tile local memories, through hardware-
managed message-passing buffers (MPBs) over the NoC.
Fig. 1(c) illustrates the architecture of a NagaM PE tile
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with the Pronto message-passing interface. Data transfers are
performed using the MP_send and MP_receive functions, and
calls specify only the size of the message, its location in the
tile’s local memory, and the sender or recipient’s task ID. This
provides a high level of abstraction, hiding details such as
the actual physical PE onto which tasks are mapped. Each
argument of the function maps to a particular control register
of the Pronto interface, the contents of which are encoded
into a message header (also known as message envelope) that
precedes each message transfer. This flexible implementation
also facilitates the creation of custom message types and other
complex primitives.

1) Address Translation: Since the MP_send and
MP_receive function calls only specify task IDs, Pronto
relies on a per-tile address translation table (ATT) to
determine the corresponding physical network address of PEs
where the communicating tasks are located. Each ATT is
populated by the host during task mapping with the addresses
of only the upstream, downstream, and streaming buffer
nodes for the task executing on the tile. Their programming
overhead is thus negligible and have a fixed single cycle
lookup time.

2) Buffer Management: Resource reservations are handled
using the message envelope, which encodes the physical
address of the upstream PE, the message type, and quan-
tum of MPB space required. Envelopes are handled at the
downstream node on a first come first served basis, each
resulting in the buffer manager reserving the requested chunk
of memory. MPB reservations and overall utilization are
tracked using a status table managed as a circular FIFO.
Successful reservations result in an acknowledgment to the
requesting node (which then commences the transfer), while
unsuccessful reservations due to insufficient MPB space result
in the corresponding message envelope being buffered. This
prevents the need for repeated polling by a waiting upstream
node. Consequently, the communication overheads for transfer
remains fixed regardless of message size and MPB contention.

3) Ordering of Messages at Destination: The buffer man-
ager preserves the entry order of incoming data blocks using
the status table, ensuring that the oldest received block is
popped from the buffer when requested by an MP_receive
call. This guarantees that blocks are consumed in the same
order as they are generated.

IV. THERMAL-AWARE SYSTEM DESIGN

Design space exploration (DSE) involves the evaluation of
architectural and system design options in terms of perfor-
mance and associated cost. In light of the increased integration
densities that accompany stacked-die architectures, thermal
behavior assumes greater significance and requires evaluation
alongside the traditional metrics of power and performance.

A. Thermal Design Space
Nagata’s relation (1) provides a comprehensive formulation

of the conflict among integration density, effective activity
rate of components, and thermal constraints. This relation
assumes greater significance in the case of 3-D ICs due to
the complexity of heat flow paths within die stacks. This is

evident when (1) is rewritten in the steady-state form of the
Fourier heat transfer equation [27]

Q = gx,y,z · �T where gx,y,z = κeff
A

lx,y,z
(8)

where Q is the quantum of heat flowing from a power
dissipating element [represented by the left-hand side of (1)]
toward a sink surface of area A through a path of length
lx,y,z of a material with effective thermal conductivity κeff .
Thus, gx,y,z defines the effective thermal conductance of the
heat flow path between a given power dissipating element
and a sink surface, and is dependent on the effective thermal
conductivity of all layers that constitute that path. In die
stacks, the κeff of a layer is also influenced by the presence
of structures such as TSVs that act as high conductance
thermal pathways, improving the conductivity of the layer
itself. The κeff may be computed as the weighted average of
the thermal conductivities of the TSV material (κtsv) and the
layer material (κmat), respectively, as given in (9)

κeff = Atsvκtsv + Amatκmat (9)

Atsv = n(πr2
tsv) and Amat = (hdiewdie) − Atsv (10)

where Amat is the area of the material layer in a die with
length hdie and width wdie and Atsv represents the total area
occupied by n TSVs of radius rtsv on that layer. The effective
thermal conductivity determines the rate at which heat is
evacuated away from power dissipating elements, and has a
drastic impact on lateral thermal gradients in dies. The location
of power dissipation within the stack is also an important
factor, influencing the length of the heat flow path and thus its
effective thermal conductance. In terms of (8), the magnitude
of thermal gradients observed at a given point across any layer
of the stack is determined by the rate of heat flow from power
dissipating sites to sink surfaces (a function of κeff , lx,y,z,
and �T ) and the power density (Q/A or E/Atpd) at that point
in the stack. These factors are determined by system design
choices as well as target process technology parameters, and
are central to the concept of thermal-aware DSE (tDSE).

B. Design Framework
Skadron et al. [3] proposed one of the earliest tDSE

frameworks to explore the interplay between execution and
thermal performance. Comprising the SimpleScalar architec-
tural simulator [28] and the Hotspot thermal model [3], [29],
their pioneering framework inspired a number of succes-
sors including [30], which detailed a static methodology
for thermal-aware performance evaluation of a low-power
multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC). Others such as [10]
improved the coupling between functional and thermal sim-
ulators for tDSE. Most recently, methodologies such as
Pathfinder [9] enabled the thermal-aware exploration of the
3-D design space. A significant limitation with these method-
ologies is that they require power and latency models, as
well as physical details such as floorplans, vertical intercon-
nect placement, and stack models to be provided as inputs.
However, due to the complex nature of the 3-D design space,
these inputs are often interdependent. Consequently, a change
in one could necessitate modifications to the others
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(e.g., change in tile width causes NoC link driver size and
power dissipation to change). In a conventional tDSE use
case, this highly iterative process is sped up through the use
of design abstractions. Despite the effort reduction that it
yields, this results in considerable inaccuracies in the simulated
thermal behavior [3]. Further, since the internal power density
of components is ignored, these methodologies yield overly
optimistic performance estimates that deviate drastically from
actual physical behavior. Although one framework [31] over-
comes this limitation, it relies on full-system synthesis and
physical prototyping for accurate characterization, which is
time intensive for the purpose of early tDSE.

We developed the Ctherm integrated thermal–functional
cosimulation framework to overcome this limitation and
enable fast and accurate tDSE of 3-D stacked MPSoCs.
The framework automates the generation of detailed physical
models for components using state-of-the-art area–latency–
energy (ALE) estimators and exploration methodologies, using
only high-level design specifications and abstract floorplans as
inputs. This facilitates the accurate characterization of thermal
behavior and physical effects corresponding to architecture
and system design decisions, early in the flow. Automated
generation of component internal floorplans enables accurate
characterization of spatial and temporal power dissipation,
without requiring significant effort per design point as existing
proposals. Since the Ctherm framework contains no propri-
etary elements, being composed mostly of open-source tool-
ing, it can be readily adopted within other existing EDA tools.
It is imperative, however, to ensure that the core principles of
Ctherm—accurate spatial and temporal power characterization
and accurate physical/thermal modeling—remain undiluted.
From our own anecdotal experience, we find that this is not
an overly complex endeavor.

The framework consists of two stages: the physical model
generator, which translates high-level system specifications
into a fine-grained physical model, and the thermal–functional
cosimulation platform, which subsequently enables the model
to be evaluated. The framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.

1) Physical Model Generation: The physical model com-
prises fine-grained ALE models for components, generated
using parameterized estimators [32]–[34] and translated by a
Python interpreter into a standard format. The models contain
estimates of dimensions for functional units within compo-
nents, internal architectural parameters, as well as energy and
latency per functional unit operation. The physical model
also includes the TSV-based vertical interconnect in order
to accurately capture the thermal behavior of the die stack.
During TSV topology exploration, candidate vertical inter-
connect design alternatives are evaluated in terms of electri-
cal performance, implementation cost, and feasibility while
accounting for their unique keep-out zone requirements [35].
Other design objectives such as whitespace minimization,
IR drop, clock-tree size, and temperature [7] can further
be supported by the exploration methodology. Fine grained
floorplans are subsequently generated by Python-based plan-
ning routines, using the component dimensions from the
ALE models. These detailed floorplans are inserted into the
abstract system-level floorplan, at specific anchor positions,

Fig. 2. Ctherm framework for tDSE.

thus enabling the modeling of power dissipation with high
spatial resolution and accuracy, with minimal effort. While
the internal floorplanner used in Ctherm does not optimize
for any specific objective, it can be augmented for temper-
ature and wirelength minimization [8]. For each die in the
stack, a descriptor detailing material properties, fine-grained
spatial power dissipation, and physical characteristics is gen-
erated using a material database. Further, a stack descriptor
specifying the stack order, intertier thermal conductivity corre-
sponding to the chosen TSV topology, and cooling interfaces
is also generated. This enables accurate characterization of
the system’s thermal behavior accounting for the parame-
ters E and κ A�T/ l.

2) Thermal–Functional Cosimulation: The second stage
of the Ctherm framework performs the thermal–functional
evaluation of the MPSoC using the generated physical model
and the input SystemC top-level file configured with the
system specifications. The cosimulator consists of a cycle-
accurate simulation engine with an integrated thermal sim-
ulator. The engine instantiates components from the SoCLiB
IP library [36], which consists of an extensive set of SystemC
behavioral models for processor cores, interconnects, caches,
memories, controllers, and accelerators. Thermal simulation
of modeled platforms is enabled by an adapted version of the
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Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of the 3-D DVFS based power manager, and (b) its main states. (c) Illustration of Immediate Neighbourhood Temperature (INT)
adaptive router architecture with the dedicated temperature channel.

3-D ICE thermal simulation engine [11], embedded within the
cosimulation platform core. A thermal model for the system
is generated based on the die descriptor and floorplan from
the previous stage of the framework, each discretized into a
grid of thermal cells. SystemC components of the SoCLiB IP
library are augmented with a cycle-accurate activity tracking
function that logs the operations performed by their constituent
functional within an activity frame. During thermal simulation,
frames are evaluated at discrete time steps and converted into
detailed power maps using the corresponding ALE models for
components. Since the model contains accurate details of the
internal organization of components, power mapping is carried
out with fine granularity. This is a critical requirement for
accurate modeling of thermal behavior, and is necessary for
capturing the influence of stack power density on operating
temperatures.

V. RUNTIME TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT

Dynamic thermal managers (DTMs) are used to control
on-chip temperatures at runtime, reducing dynamic power
dissipation of components by varying activity (α), voltage, and
frequency (effectively E/tpd). In critical cases where scaling
of voltage and frequency fail to arrest temperatures, measures
such as clock and power gating are used to completely freeze
activity in circuits, essentially creating a region of inactivity,
or dark silicon. Consequently, although these strategies afford
extensive control over temperature, they result in degraded
execution performance. An efficient DTM strategy is one that
maximizes system performance within thermal constraints,
while concurrently minimizing dark silicon. In a 3-D IC,
this implies that the DTM accounts for nonuniformities in
temperature margins and the magnitude of thermal coupling
arising from the stacking of power dissipating elements.

A. 3-D Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling
The operating temperature of a PE is determined by two

factors: its thermal coupling with other power dissipating
elements in the vicinity and its distance from the sink sur-
faces. When selecting voltage–frequency (V-F) levels for PEs,
conventional dynamic V-F scaling (DVFS) approaches fail to
account for the complex heat flow characteristics of die stacks,
and the consequent nonuniformities in temperature margins.
This causes relatively cooler PEs close to the heatsink to be
overutilized at the cost of their deeply stacked counterparts,
resulting in uneven device wear and suboptimal execution

performance. Due to the extent of thermal coupling arising
from high density integration in 3-D ICs, it is necessary for
the DTM strategy to predicate V-F scaling decisions upon
their projected thermal impact, i.e., upscaling is prevented
from occurring if such an action adversely impacts on another
active PE. This forms the core principle of our proposed 3-D
DVFS strategy, enabling the utilization of PEs to be maximized
within the nonuniform temperature and power budgets in die
stacks.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates a power manager implementing 3-D
DVFS and its control inputs and outputs. In order to determine
appropriate V-F levels for PEs in a stack, 3-D DVFS utilizes
runtime monitoring of physical conditions such as activity,
power dissipation, and on-chip temperatures. Coupled with
a physical model of the die stack indicating the position of
PEs and their thermal relationships, DVFS decisions are made
using the following algorithm. Fig. 3(b) provides an illustration
of its main states.

1) Initialization: In this stage, the internal state of the
algorithm is updated with the latest values of available power
and temperature budgets for PEs.

2) Preemptive Scaling: The temperature of each PE is pro-
tectively maintained within the critical margins by identifying
others in the stack that could potentially victimize it due to
thermal coupling. Each PE is assigned a weight corresponding
to its impact on a victim as

weight = wa(1 − αi ) + wb · G(victim P E, i) (11)

where wa and wb are coefficients whose values are obtained
through a linear regression once the physical structure of the
stack is known, αi is the average activity of P Ei , and G
represents the normalized thermal conductance matrix for the
stack. In the event of a thermal emergency, the PE bearing the
highest weight is subject to V-F downscaling, following which
the projected temperature impact is estimated as:

δTj = 1

G(i, j)
αi (Vi new

2 fi new − Vi old
2 fi old) (12)

where δTj is the projected temperature difference arising at
P E j due to scaling of V-F levels from (Vi old, fi old) to
(Vi new, fi new) at P Ei . If a scaling action does not sufficiently
decrease the temperature of a victim, the process continues
iteratively until the aggregate δT is sufficient to bring the
victim PE below the critical temperature margin. Clock and
power gating serve as the last resort for critical PEs.
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3) Maximize Budget Utilization: Temporal variations in
execution characteristics of tasks necessitate the continual
monitoring of PE activity and budget utilization. In this stage
of the algorithm, V-F scaling decisions are fine-tuned to
maximize utilization of the available power budget within
the prevailing temperature margins. The PEs on which such
scaling occurs is determined using the weighted equation

weightpe

= wc · αnormalized + wd · temperature marginnormalized

+ we · heightnormalized + w f · areanormalized (13)

where wc, wd , we, and w f are weights whose values are
determined through a linear regression at design time and act
as multipliers to establish the impact of their corresponding
parameters. In this stage, V-F upscaling iteratively targets PEs
in decreasing order of their weights, while downscaling targets
them in increasing order, until power dissipation reaches the
budget value. Note that scaling decisions are followed by a
recomputation of projected δT using (12).

4) Actuate and Reset: The new V-F levels as well as
control signals for clock and power gating are actuated, and
the algorithm is suspended until the next control cycle. The
duration of the control period is a function of thermal inertia
of the system and the response time of V-F scaling hardware.

B. Thermal-Aware Interconnect

The NoC interconnect in multiprocessors consumes a sig-
nificant fraction of total system power and contributes to the
shape of temperature profiles within the system. Modern inter-
connect architectures integrate a DTM that varies throughput
in response to operating temperature [4] or to maintaining
power dissipation within the available budget [37]. However,
this has the effect of drastically degrading communication
performance, especially in the case of 3-D ICs where the
nonuniform temperature margins yield persistently skewed
network throughputs even at zero load. Thermal-aware adap-
tive routing is the key to overcoming performance degradation
due to throttling DTMs. This also presents an additional
opportunity for power control using an interconnect activity
to offset load imbalances in the system.

The primary disadvantage with implementing an effective
thermal-aware interconnect lies in the cost of broadcasting
temperature information across the network. Traffic and ther-
mal awareness routing (TTAR) [38] avoids this using the con-
gestion resulting from throttling as an indicator of temperature.
Regional congestion awareness (RCA) [39] provides the means
to aggregate and propagate this congestion information across
the interconnect over a dedicated monitoring network. TTAR
relies on such an RCA network to determine the location
of potential thermal hotspots. However, congestion can also
be a consequence of actual interconnect traffic in a relatively
low temperature region of the chip, and routing more traffic
to this region would only compound the problem. Although
using an additional RCA network for temperature provides a
workaround, the overheads are prohibitively high.

The physical nature of heat transfer results in thermal
hotspots influencing the temperature of other tiles in their

Algorithm 2 INT Adaptive Routing Algorithm

vicinity. Therefore, unlike congestion, temperature informa-
tion does not need to be broadcast across the network in
order to facilitate an adaptive thermal-aware routing function.
Consequently, as traffic approaches a hotspot, network links
in its direction exhibit a higher temperature than those
in other directions. Our proposed immediate neighborhood
temperature (INT) adaptive routing algorithm relies on this
observation, steering interconnect traffic based on locally
available temperature information alone. It effectively results
in the spreading of interconnect activity over a larger area
(αNG E/A), thereby reducing energy density.

1) Temperature Monitoring Network: Local temperature at
each tile is stored within the temperature monitor, from
where it is shared with immediate neighboring routers over
a dedicated monitoring channel, as shown in Fig. 3c. The area
and power overheads incurred by this network are minimal
due to the single-hop nonaggregating connections and the fact
that temperature updates only occur when new measurements
are available from thermal sensors (typically every 50 μs).

2) Adaptive Routing Algorithm: The INT adaptive rout-
ing algorithm uses temperature information from neighbor-
ing routers to determine the preferred path for packets.
The algorithm consists of two steps—an initial routing
and a temperature-aware output port selection, as listed
in Algorithm 2. In the first stage, the candidate output
ports for the packet are determined using the deadlock-free
odd–even (OE) algorithm. This set of ports encapsulates all
the directions in which the packet can egress from the router,
making forward progress toward its destination. In the second
stage, this set is refined based on operating temperatures, and
the waiting packet is routed through the lowest temperature
link toward its destination. Although simple, this approach
presents an effective low-overhead means of steering inter-
connect traffic away from high temperatures. The process is
self-adjusting as it continually adapts port selection within the
constraints of the OE algorithm and prevents overutilization
of any single route.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed techniques
in addressing the limitations imposed by dark silicon, using
the Naga multiprocessor architecture as the experimental base
platform.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the performance of workloads with a memory hierarchy using Selective Victim Cache (SVC), L0 and Persistence Selective Caching
(PSC) assists in terms of (a) average memory access time (tAM A) and average energy per access (E AM A), normalized to a conventional 4-way L1D of size
1KB, 8KB, 32KB and 64KB. (b) Area overhead considering a 11b access count and 21b window stamp for each line.

Fig. 5. (a) Execution time for a synthetic workload, normalized to a conventional memory allocator, with 32 PEs and 8 shared cache banks. (b) Normalized
energy density. (c) Temperature profiles corresponding to varying energy density (2× + represents 2× energy density in addition to 1× local dissipation).
(d) Illustration of nonuniform cache bank utilization with the distance-aware allocator, in a larger system with 16 banks. Cache configuration L1I:
4 kBytes/2-way/64 Bytes, L1D: 64 kBytes/4-way/64 Bytes, and L2-D: 128 kBytes/8-way/64 Bytes. CacheBalancer uses pressure sensitivity (φ): 1 and
spread tolerance (λ): 2 hops.

TABLE I

AREA OVERHEADS OVER UNASSISTED DATA CACHE (ASSIST SIZE:512B)

A. Architectural Efficiency

This section investigates the impact of PSC, CacheBalancer,
and the Pronto message-passing system on performance and
energy.

1) Persistence Selective Caching: PSC is evaluated using
memory traces derived from the in-order execution of work-
loads from the MiBench benchmark suite [40], on a NagaS PE.
ALE estimates for the evaluated cases are obtained from
Ctherm’s integrated estimators. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the average
memory access time (tAMA) improvements and energy savings
resulting from the use of persistence as a selectivity criterion
and from the acceleration of references to reusable lines.
The tAMA of the PSC assisted data caches is up to 59%
lower than the unassisted case, as well as the competing SVC
and L0 schemes across workloads and cache configurations.
These improvements are obtained from the selective caching
of a relatively small number of reusable cache lines. For the
di jkstra workload for a 32-kByte L1D, PSC elevates 8E3
cache lines to the assist, compared with 20E6 in the case

of the L0. In the notable case of blow f i sh, PSC’s tAMA
and energy improvements stem from the selective caching of
only 29 lines, exemplifying the reusability of data exhibiting
sufficient access persistence, and underscoring the impact of
accelerating references to such data using the assist. The
minimization of tAMA and EAMA together represents an
improvement in energy efficiency when considered over the
total runtime of the workload. This permits the remaining para-
meters in (1), activity rate (α), and the number of gates (NG )
to be maximized within the same thermal constraints for the
system. The implementation overheads for the PSC assist are
compared with the conventional data cache and competing
schemes in Fig 4(b),

2) CacheBalancer: Fig. 5 illustrates the execution perfor-
mance of a synthetic memory heavy workload on a 32-PE
NagaS cluster. The workload stresses the memory hierar-
chy using parallel tasks to repeatedly allocate and write to
different memory pages, thus exposing the impact of the
allocator and task mapper. Since the workload exploits little
locality from the allocated data, it results in frequent L1D
misses, causing execution time to be dominated by miss
penalty tmiss. Fig. 5(a) and (b) reports the execution time
and energy density resulting from distance-aware memory
allocation [23], CacheBalancer’s access-rate-aware memory
allocator (cachebalancer-alloc), and the full CacheBalancer
scheme comprising of the allocator as well as the pain-driven
task mapper (cachebalancer-full). These results are normalized
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Fig. 6. Decomposed view of task execution on an 18-core 200-MHz NagaM
array, with 512-Byte MPBs and 256-Byte output buffers. Transfer overhead
reflects the overhead imposed by message envelopes as a percentage of total
execution time.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE TRANSFER LATENCY PER WORD

to the performance of a conventional multiprocessor memory
allocator [22]. The dominant role of communication distance
is evident in Fig. 5(a), where all competing allocators yield
superior performance compared with the conventional case.
However, the drawback of ignoring cache bank utilization
results in increased shared cache contention beyond the
18-core mark, overtaking communication distance as the
primary bottleneck. This behavior is largely mitigated by
homogenizing cache utilization and adapting task mapping
to minimize pain, as observed with cachebalancer-full. From
the perspective of dark-silicon-related thermal challenges, the
spreading of utilization across cache banks yields up to
95% lower energy density than the conventional allocator, as
observed in Fig. 5(b). The thermal consequences of decreas-
ing power density around a single cache bank are depicted
in Fig. 5(c). The homogenized utilization of banks is shown
in Fig. 5(d) for a 16-bank system.

3) Pronto: Table II lists the effective zero-load latency
measured per word for a burst message transfer between
nodes situated at single-hop communication distance from
each other using various schemes. The absence of extraneous
interconnect traffic at zero-load, single-hop communication
distance, and subsaturation injection rates together causes this
value to be constituted primarily by the latency of transfer
management functions. Integrating transfer management into
the message-passing architecture lends Pronto the lowest aver-
age transfer latency among the compared proposals. For a 64-
word message, Pronto’s message envelopes pose an overhead
of under 5% relative to the total transfer latency. In the context
of real application workloads, this overhead is insignificant.
Fig. 6 reports the execution breakdown of three- and four-
stage JPEG decoders [40], moving average Finite Impulse
Response filter, and a configurable throughput workload on
an 18-PE NagaM cluster. Transfer overheads are measured as
the fraction of total execution time spent in performing control

functions such as message flow control, resource reservations,
and synchronization, which in Pronto amounts to under 0.5%.

B. Thermal-Aware Design
In this section, we demonstrate the thermal-aware design of

the Naga multiprocessor through a trajectory that explores the
impact of microarchitecture, floorplanning and partitioning,
vertical interconnect design, and sensor placement on ther-
mal efficiency and execution performance. Table III lists the
parameters of the experimental setup.

1) Microarchitecture Exploration: Microarchitectural des-
ign determines the internal organization of components and
thus the spatial distribution of power within the system.
However, design decisions are typically based solely on delay,
area, and power, often resulting in thermal issues passing
undetected until late stages in the physical design flow. Left
unmitigated, these issues drastically degrade system perfor-
mance and reliability [2]. Fig. 7(a)–(d) illustrates the thermal
behavior of three 32-kByte data caches with identical config-
urations, varying only in their internal microarchitecture. The
Nspd parameter determines the number of cache lines stored
within each sub-bank word line, influencing the distribution of
access energy across the SRAM array (spatial power density).
Fig. 8 depicts the thermal behavior of the cache following 1E5
sustained accesses to a single cache line. Fig. 7(a) depicts
the thermal behavior with abstracted internal microarchitec-
ture details, typical of conventional tDSE approaches in the
literature. The temperature inaccuracy stemming from this
abstraction can be as high as 70%, compared with Ctherm’s
accurate characterization in Fig. 7(b)–(d). Thus, while a cache
designer may vary the internal microarchitecture of a cache
in order achieve a particular power performance target, the
resulting thermal effects of such a configuration may actually
be detrimental to system performance, as is observed by the
magnitude of the hotspot in Fig. 7(b). This is also the case
for architectural design choices that impact on temporal power
density. For instance, with schemes such as PSC, a decrease in
cycles per instruction (CPI) results in faster execution, which,
without a commensurate energy benefit, can result in the rapid
increase in temperature and cause hotspots to form. Fig. 7(e)
depicts this behavior for the first sum (kernel11) workload
from the Livermore Loop Kernels benchmark [42] with an
array size of 168×168. PSC yields a 24% reduction in CPI, but
also results in a higher temperature rise. However, due to the
associated reduction in energy per access, the final temperature
is still 1 K lower than the unassisted case.

2) Floorplanning and Partitioning: Fig.9(a)–(b) report the
impact of system floorplanning and partitioning on effective
execution performance, using a small subset of the NagaS
array. Cases F P_A and F P_B present alternative placement
strategies for PEs within tiles, while F P_C and F P_D further
partition the system into multiple dies for stacking. Although
these floorplans vary spatial power density, they also affect
interconnect power dissipation due to their influence on link
length and thus driver size.

The combination of decreased power density and driver
size lends F P_B the lowest operating temperature and
10% fewer execution stalls due to the clock-gating DTM.
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Fig. 7. Access power distribution across sub-banks in a cache data array with varying Nspd with corresponding heatmaps, for 32KB data cache using (a)
conventional state-of-the-art thermal simulation with abstracted cache internals, and Ctherm with fine-grained cache floorplans for (b) Nspd > 1, (c) Nspd = 1,
(d) Nspd < 1. (e) Runtime thermal performance comparison of unassisted and assisted data cache. All temperatures are in Kelvin (K).

Fig. 8. (a) Floorplan options for a subset of a NagaS cluster, with corresponding thermal maps for execution of the di jkstra workload. (b) Execution
performance for each, considering temperature sensors placed at locations marked by +. (c) Accuracy of temperature measurements from different candidate
sensor locations. Temperatures are measured in Kelvin (K).

Fig. 9. Thermal map depicting normalized temperature rise as κeff is increased from (a) 1× to (b) 10× due to TSVs. (c) Distribution of temperature rise
per unit dissipation of power at two sites located at 500 and 1500μm with the shielded and isolated TSV topologies. (d) Corresponding aggregate frequency
profile of execution on a three-tier 12 PE NagaS cluster with a conventional DVFS power manager, with the two topologies.

F P_C and F P_D rely on TSV-based vertical links, which
are 10× shorter than planar wiring. However, despite the con-
sequent benefits that stem from reduced link driver size, these
floorplans double power density without improving cooling
efficiency. Although F P_D mitigates this to a small extent
with its checkerboard placement pattern, the net execution
performance is still inferior to F P_A and F P_B . More
importantly, F P_C and F P_D result in the system entering
the thermal runaway state, despite PEs being clock gated by
the DTM. This highlights the need for leakage control and
power gating mechanisms especially in lower tiers when high-
efficiency heatsinks and forced cooling cannot be used.

3) Vertical Interconnect Design: The choice of TSV topol-
ogy impacts the shape of temperature profiles within stacked
dies. Fig. 9 illustrates the rapidly diminishing size and magni-
tude of a steady-state hotspot as effective thermal conductivity

of the die is increased by the addition of TSVs. Topology
choices are typically motivated by the electrical performance
and nontrivial area overheads of TSVs [35]. For instance, the
shielded topology intersperses signal nets with shield TSVs
connected to power/ground rails as a means of decreasing cou-
pling induced noise. On the other hand, the isolated topology
spaces signal TSVs for the same reason, with a decreased area
overhead. Despite achieving similar electrical performance,
the two differ in thermal performance. Notably, the shielded
topology offers a slightly higher operating temperature mar-
gin due to its superior κeff . Fig. 9(c) depicts this increased
margin in the single-axis temperature profile of a die stacked
above two power dissipating elements. Although the additional
margin amounts to less than 0.5 K/W, Fig. 9(d) illustrates
the considerable effect this has on execution performance of
a three-tier 12 PE NagaS cluster with a conventional DVFS
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Fig. 10. (a) Temperature profiles for a PE on the lowest tier using isolated TSV topology. (b) Corresponding aggregate system frequency. (c) Aggregate
frequency with shielded topology. Both DVFS versions support three supply voltages (0.855, 0.956, and 1.048 V), and two frequencies for each voltage level
(700/800 MHz, 900/1000 MHz, and 1100/1200 MHz) in the 90-nm node.

power manager [43]. The additional margin enables the system
to operate at a higher V-F level and results in execution
completing 38 ms sooner than in the case of the isolated
topology. This 11% speedup is simply obtained from the
choice of TSV placement topology.

4) Temperature Sensor Placement: Modern temperature
sensors incorporating an analog-to-digital converter are large
and often cannot be placed in close proximity to the
component requiring thermal monitoring. This induces inac-
curacies in measurements and compensating for them requires
characterization of spatiotemporal thermal behavior, a step
conventionally performed at the end of physical design or
even post silicon. Fig. 8(c) illustrates how calibration offsets
can be derived based on sensor placement (locations A–F)
around a power dissipating PE, to compensate for inaccuracies
in readouts.

C. Runtime Management

The proposed 3-D DVFS and INT routing algorithm are
evaluated in terms of their ability to maintain operating tem-
peratures below critical levels, the peak magnitude of thermal
gradients within the system, and the effective performance
resulting from their use. In the case of DVFS, this is measured
in terms of execution time, while for the interconnect, this
consists of transfer latencies.

1) 3-D DVFS: The DVFS power manager is evaluated using
a cluster of 12 NagaS PEs in a three-tier stack, with the
multiprogrammed execution of the basicmath workload [40].

Fig. 10(a) illustrates the temperature of a PE farthest from
the heatsink, situated on the lowest tier of the three-tier
isolated TSV-topology-based stack with both conventional
2-D DVFS [43] as well as the proposed 3-D DVFS. Since
conventional 2-D DVFS is oblivious to the physical structure
of the stack and considers only the local temperature of
PEs when performing V-F scaling, and it exhibits inadequate
control over operating temperatures. Consequently, frequent
fluctuations and breaches of the critical limit are observed,
resulting in stalled execution and degraded performance.
On the other hand, since 3-D DVFS predicates scaling upon
the projected impact it would have on other PEs in the system,
temperatures are held well below critical. Furthermore, since
operating temperatures are lowered, effective utilization (α)
is increased by preventing performance degrading execution

stalls from occurring, as evidenced in Table V. Aggregate
frequency is consequently higher, since more PEs are active
at any given time. Execution therefore completes at least 19%
sooner compared with 2-D DVFS, for the same workload. In
addition, utilization is homogenized across all tiers, as opposed
to only the cooler tiers close to the heatsink. Essentially,
3-D DVFS balances the activity distribution (αNG E/tpd)
within the constraints imposed by the system’s external cool-
ing interfaces, while mitigating the impact of internal nonuni-
formities by managing the system as a single cohesive unit.
This latter observation is evidenced in Fig. 10(b) and (c),
which compares the equivalent system performance with the
isolated and shielded TSV topologies. Notably, 3-D DVFS
yields the same execution performance in both cases, which
represents the optimum for the given system’s externally
constrained thermal operating envelope. This observation
illustrates the nontriviality of the 3-D design space, where the
choice of power management algorithm can influence TSV
topology decisions.

2) INT Adaptive Routing: INT is evaluated using Ctherm
with a 64-PE (4 × 4 × 4) NagaM multiprocessor cluster.
Fig. 11 characterizes the throttling response of the INT-based
routers for each 0.5 K rise in temperature and the impact on
IPC of PEs. For dataflow multiprocessors, this demonstrates
how the interconnect can regulate activity in PEs and thus
control power dissipation. The performance in balancing ther-
mal gradients and improving network latencies is evaluated
using synthetic traffic patterns. INT is benchmarked against
downward routing [44], which preferentially utilizes tiers close
to the heatsink to route packets, TTAR [38], and TTAR+, which
adds a dedicated temperature monitoring RCA network [39].
Fig. 12 compares the temperature maps for all four tiers of
the stack obtained with INT and TTAR, in the presence of
eight interconnect extraneous thermal hotspots. This emulates
load imbalances in the system due to executing workloads that
cannot be throttled by the interconnect.

The superiority of INT’s thermal-aware routing strategy is
observed in its smoother profiles and lower operating temper-
atures compared with that of TTAR. This results in reduced
throttling, thereby decreasing latency and congestion across
the entire stack, as observed in Fig. 12(b). Further, INT does
not preferentially utilize any specific tier, as opposed to other
schemes. Interestingly, its ability to regulate thermal gradients
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Fig. 11. Influence of throttling on throughput and effective IPC of NagaM PE as well as power dissipation.

Fig. 12. Temperature maps from uniform random traffic with eight thermal hotspots with different routing strategies and the corresponding average latency
distribution across the network after 750 kcycles.

Fig. 13. Peak temperature difference with eight thermal hotspots for different traffic patterns. The data lines end at different injection rates corresponding
to the saturation throughput of the network.

is predicated upon the existence of sufficient traffic within the
interconnect, as seen in Fig. 13. However, the effective impact
of thermal-aware routing schemes is limited by the overheads
incurred in operating global temperature monitoring networks.
The thermal degradation induced due to this additional power
dissipation can even overshadow the benefits bestowed by the
adaptive routing approach, “as observed in the case of TTAR+
”. Due to INT’s minimal temperature monitoring network,
power overheads are minimal, as observed in Fig. 14 (TTAR+
uses 5-bit temperature and 3-bit temperature channels,
respectively).

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper examines the critical causes of dark silicon
and details a comprehensive trajectory that addresses these
at the architecture level in the system design flow and at

runtime. First, the paper highlights the impact of the memory
hierarchy and interconnect on system performance and focuses
on improving energy efficiency as a means of mitigating power
density issues. Second, this paper presents a novel tDSE flow
to practically evaluate the complex thermal implications of
system design decisions. Finally, this paper describes runtime
strategies to minimize the impact of dark silicon by adapting
system behavior to fit specific thermal constraints. Together,
these provide a sense of the critical issues that designers need
to actively address, in order to successfully realize dependable
thermal-aware 3-D systems.
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